
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Decking the halls comes with a hefty price tag and Americans are still feeling the sting from 
 

Just under a third of Americans went into credit card debt to celebrate the 2018 holidays, 
racking up $745 in outstanding balances on average, according to a new survey that Crediful, 
a personal finance website, shared exclusively with Yahoo Money. 

The consequences are haunting some of them longer than the ghost of Christmas past. 

Only 2 in 5 managed to pay off their bills within three months. Even worse: 1 in 6 are still 
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It took more than three months for 3 in 5 Americans who went into debt to p
holiday credit card bills. 

Paying for the holidays 

https://www.crediful.com/financing-the-holidays/


 

If history is any guide, Americans will also tap savings, raid emergency funds, and sell 
possessions for cash to celebrate in grand fashion this holiday season. 

Almost 2 in 5 Americans dipped into their savings to help cover 2018 holiday spending, a 
move personal finance experts applaud, especially if Christmas costs were accounted for 
ahead of time. 

But 1 out of 9 holiday shoppers tapped into an emergency fund  money earmarked for 
unexpected home or auto repairs or medical bills  to bankroll their spending. Even more 
worrisome: 3 in 5 of them exhausted those emergency savings and then went into credit card 
debt, the survey found. 

 

Americans funded their holiday spending in a variety of ways, such as borrowing, taking from 
savings or an emergency fund, and selling stuff for cash. 

The survey also found that 1 in 10 Americans sold possessions for cash to pay for holiday 
purchases and 4.3% took out a personal loan to make it through the season financially. 

about the holidays: They happen, at the same time of year, every year. These are expenses 
 

Celebrate the fiscally responsible way 

This year, Americans plan to spend $1,193 for holiday merriment, according to the survey. But 
 celebrate the season without going into hock, expert say. Yahoo Money 

called on financial planners to offer creative ways to indulge in the revelry without going in 
the red. 

https://money.yahoo.com/holiday-debt-survey-154038986.html


 

 
 

Inject some good-spirited competition to cut down on costs. With your spouse or 
significant other, make holiday shopping a fun problem-solving puzzle, said Matthew Gaffey, 
a certified financial planner with Corbett Road Investment Management. 

our spending to $40 and have to stay within the confines of a big box 

can adjust the limit to fit your budget. 

Plan and sale-scan for each person on your list. Last-minute shopping leads to poor game-

his own wealth management firm. Instead, make a Santa list for those you want to buy gifts 
for well ahead of time. 

fts from sites like Etsy means finding a gift the recipient will cherish without 

meaningful for everyone on your list without having to pay for it until next Christma  

Set healthy spending parameters. 
nothing to be gained from risking your own long-term financial goals for the sake of others, 
said Jennifer Weber, a certified financial planner with Weber Asset Management. 

 



 

 

one or two for  

Prepare for next year and save all year long. Eliminate the temptation to reach into your 
emergency fund or finance the holidays with a credit card by planning and saving ahead. 

 

 
Stephanie is a writer for Yahoo Finance. 
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